Inland Tarp
PERFORMER and BULL FLEX
Bale Tarpaulins
It pays to protect your bales
Having gone to the cost and effort of making or buying bales, can you afford to
leave an outside stack uncovered where losses can range from 5% to 30%,
depending on bale size and the shape of the stack?
These superior grade Stack Tarpaulins are designed to ensure that bales can
be safely stored outdoors without loss of quality, and if well looked after will
give many years use.

PERFORMER
The ‘PERFORMER’ range of bale tarpaulins are available in widths from 4.2m (14 ft) up to
22.5m (74ft) and can cover stacks up to 17m (56ft) wide. Sheets are available in lengths of
14.3m (47ft) up to 18m (59ft). The tarpaulin itself is manufactured from high strength, UV
treated polyweave fabric with 7-8 years UV protection. Each sheet comes as standard with
‘hook-in’ adjustable securing straps, that use a unique ‘Super Cinch’, which enables the
sheet to be quickly and tightly secured using tie-down dropper ropes, the ‘Super Cinch’ and
‘J’ hooks.
In addition, incorporated into the hem of each tarpaulin are plastic pipe inserts, designed to
keep the sheet rigid, and for the ties to pull evenly across the full width of the sheet, but still
allow it to be quickly folded back in 1.2m (4ft) sections on itself and then re-tightened using
the ‘Super Cinch’. The hem also includes a rain flap that deflects water away from the sides
of the stack.

Description:
● Poly-woven material with 2 layers of plastic on each side,
making it very difficult to tear
● Heavy grade material - 271 gms/sq meter (8.0
oz/sq yard)
● Hem on each side with ridged plastic inserts approx.
1.06m (3ft 6in) long, leaving a gap of approx 30cm (12in)
to allow the tarpaulin to be folded back on itself and
re-anchored as bales are used
● ‘Super Cinch’ tie down system fitted as standard
● ‘J’ hook into anchor point, rope then passed back up
through to the ‘Super Cinch’ and pulled through the
Wedge to lock it
● ‘Super Cinch’ works like a lever, making it easy to apply
200-300 pounds pressure on each rope
● No tying - just pull tight
● As bales are used, simply fold each 1.2m (4ft) sheet
section back between plastic inserts, hook the ‘J’ hook in
the anchor point and pull the rope tight to keep the
tarpaulin secure
● Average life 5 years
● 2 years manufacturers faulty workmanship warranty
● A tight tarpaulin that is well looked after will give many
years good service

‘SUPER CINCH’
‘The Ultimate tie-down system’
Each ‘PERFORMER’ bale tarpaulin utilises the
unique ‘Super Cinch’ tie-down system to ensure it is
quickly and tightly secured, to avoid the sheet
flapping in the wind for a longer life span and better
protection.
At the end of each securing rope is a steel ‘J’ hook
that anchors into a bale string on large square bales
or either a rope or webbing laid under stack for
round bales to provide a secure anchor point. The
‘Super Cinch’ is then used to tighten the securing
rope, and enables up to 300lbs of pressure to be
applied.

BULL FLEX
The new ‘BULL FLEX’ range is designed to be a cost-effective alternative to the
PERFORMER range. It is easy to use, has a far longer life than many ‘off the shelf’ tarpaulins
and will last on average over three years if well looked after.
Instead of easily torn-out grommets used on cheaper tarpaulins, the ‘BULL-FLEX’ is fitted
with high strength triangular tabs and 5cm wide webbing tie-down loops. As an option, the
‘BULL FLEX’ tarpaulin can also be specified with the ‘Super Cinch’ tie-down system used on
the ‘PERFORMER’ range.
For extremely exposed sites or where maximum tie-down strength is required, along each
side the hem is sown to create a pocket into which plastic water pipe can be inserted to
provide increased rigidity. A webbing draw-string is also built into each end, which once
tightened will help avoid wind getting under the tarpaulin.

Optional ‘Super Cinch’ tie down kit

Description:
● Each tarpaulin is 16m (52.5ft) long and available in widths
from 4.20m (14ft) up to 10.6m (35ft)
● Heavy grade 237 gms/sq metre (7.0 oz/sq yard)
silver/white 0.04mm thick material
● Tensile strength of 97kg
● Tied down using high strength 5cm wide webbing loops
feeding through triangular reinforming tabs at 90cm
intervals. Around 300% stronger compared to conventional
grommets
● Option of ‘Super Cinch’ tie down system
● Pocket sown into side hem through which water pipe can
be threaded for greater tie-down strength
● Average life 3 to 5 years
● Under stack webbing or rope
● End hem incorporates seat belt webbing draw-string
● 2 years manufacturers faulty workmanship warranty
● A tight tarpaulin that is well looked after will give many
years good service

High strength tabs
Unlike cheap tarpaulins that are fitted with
grommets that pull out when put under
strain or in the first high wind, the ‘BULL
FLEX’ comes with triangular reinforcing tabs
with 5cm wide webbing straps, that are
sown-in at 90cm intervals. These spread the
strain over a greater area of the tarpaulin,
giving it over 300% more strength compared
to grommets

Bale Tarpaulin Size Guide
The benefits of using a
PERFORMER or BULL FLEX
tarpaulin
●

Up to 7 or 8 years UV protection
so will not detereorate

●

White colour reflects heat, so will
not ‘cook’ bales

●

High tie-down force possible due
to the ‘Super Cinch’ system

●

Webbing draw-string ensures
ends stay taut

●

Easy to fold back but still remain
tight

●

Extremely cost effective due to
long life span of up to 5 years
with the PERFORMER

Other Products
Baler’s Choice
BALER’S CHOICE is a complete
preservative application system for
either hay or straw, that is suitable
for use with all types of baler.
BALER’S CHOICE is applied using
either a fully automatic or
electronically controlled manual application unit, which applies
precise rates dependent on moisture content.
The BALER’S CHOICE preservative uses a safe form of propionic
acid that is buffered down to a near-neutral 6.0pH, making it safe
to handle and non-corrosive for machinery. In addition, BALER’S
CHOICE also includes Citric acid to ensure that baled material
stays fresh and green.

Agway Accelerator crimper
The Agway Accelerator hay crimper is
designed to provide faster drying of
hay than would normally be achieved
with a mower conditioner unit or by
tedding and then rowing-up the crop.

Available in working widths of 2.1 metres and 2.7 metres the crop
is fed through two chain driven full width steel crimping rollers,
which bends and cracks the stem but without loss of leaf. The
rollers also accelerate the flow of the crop, taking material through
at up to 30mph, so fluffing-up the crop and reducing drying time.

Forager additive applicators
The HarvesTec range of additive
applicators for both trailed and selfpropelled forage harvesters ensures
that both inoculants and acid-based
preservatives can be easily and
evenly applied.

Moisture monitors for selfpropelled foragers

Underslung tank for John
Deere 7050 series foragers

Using moisture sensors positioned in the spout, the HarvesTec
moisture monitor is suitable for most makes of self-propelled
forager and provides the operator with a continuous read-out of
the crop being harvested. The monitor can be set for either grass
or maize silage and reads over a range from 37% up to 80%MC.
In addition the operator can call up both load and field averages.
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